Extreme ultraviolet ͑EUV͒ lithography uses reflective ring-field projection systems. Geometrical obstruction limits the possible system configurations to small domains of the parameter space. We present an analysis, a search method, and a classification of these unobstructed domains. The exhaustive search method based on paraxial analysis provides an effective means for determining all possible design forms and for finding useful starting configurations for optimization. The approach is validated through comparison with finite ray tracing.
Introduction
Refractive lithographic systems experienced an impressive evolution over the past decades. However, the absorption in the lens material makes a further decrease of the wavelength of the radiation impossible. Extreme ultraviolet ͑EUV͒ lithography utilizes mirrors and is a promising candidate to fulfill the continuous demand for ever-decreasing features on silicon wafers in the integrated circuit industry. The use of mirrors may lead to obstruction: Rays may be blocked by surfaces they were supposed to pass.
The known EUV designs are ring-field scanning systems, which are highly corrected within the arched strip. The stringent optical performance conditions demanded in the projection system include a root-mean-square ͑rms͒ wave-front error smaller than ͞50 in image space. For correction of thirdand higher-order aberrations, many optimization variables in the form of aspheric surface coefficients are required. In this paper we show how severe the obstruction-free-system requirement is. Owing to the large number of variables and constraints involved, choosing unobstructed starting configurations for subsequent optimization is a nontrivial issue in EUV system design. This choice is often based on existing experience and patent literature. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Compared with other types of optical system, the amount of experience in the field of EUV projection systems is, at present, still limited. With the search method presented in this paper, we demonstrate how the requirement of absence of obstruction can be used to systematically generate starting configurations for optimization.
The theory section starts with a formulation of the special requirements for the reflective ring-field projection systems. We describe how these requirements can be implemented in the paraxial system model. Appendix A gives a more elaborate derivation of the constrained paraxial model of a reflective projection system. In the theory section we also present our classification based on the angle of incidence of the principal ray on the mirrors.
The implementation section demonstrates our use of the paraxial model. With the aid of software developed by us, we look at the consequences of changes in intermediate distances between surfaces, curvatures of mirrors, intersection heights of the chief ray with the mirrors, etc., in the paraxial ͑constrained͒ model. We also show results of systematic searches for unobstructed paraxial configurations and of twodimensional analyses of the solution space. The two-dimensional analyses that use paraxial and finite rays show how properties such as the wave-front error change in the solution space. With our systematic exhaustive search method, we can find virtually all useful solution domains of systems.
In the final section we illustrate the possibilities of our search method by presenting search results for four-, six-, and eight-mirror systems. Our searches for four-and six-mirror systems show that the most promising classes are already known. For eight-mirror systems, however, some new classes, not found in patent publications, seem promising.
Theory
The rotationally symmetric aspheric mirrors image a ring-shaped object. An EUV system demands a high resolution, a high throughput, small distortion, and image-side telecentricity of the reflective projection optics. Many optimization variables are needed in order to obtain a projection system with diffraction-limited imaging. The design variables of EUV projection optics include the positions of the object and image planes, the separations between mirrors, the curvatures, and the coefficients describing the profile of the surfaces. All these variables influence the numerous image aberrations, which must be reduced to low values for good performance. Introducing more mirrors or employing aspheric surfaces can increase the number of variables. These surfaces should have small aspheric departures with respect to the base surface. The typical upper limit of these departures is 10 m. In that usually the reflection of an EUV mirror, coated with special multilayers, does not exceed 70%, the advantages of more mirrors used ͑i.e., more optimization variables and therefore a larger achievable numerical aperture͒ have to be weighed against the disadvantages such as a decreased throughput and increased complexity of the EUV system.
For determining an unobstructed starting point for a design, we use the limiting case of the paraxial approximation. Paraxial analysis has already been applied successfully to EUV design by Lerner et al. 18 By comparing the paraxial and finite ray paths on system drawings, we noticed that paraxial ray tracing agrees well with finite ray tracing for the purpose of obstruction analysis, especially when the aberrations are small. When using the paraxial approximation, we ignore the aspheric coefficients and, consequently, drastically reduce the dimensionality of the search space. Howard and Stone 19 -22 use for nonrotational symmetric systems a comparable but more complex Hamiltonian approach. 23 
A. Obstruction
Obstruction occurs when rays that should propagate freely between two surfaces are accidentally blocked by a third surface. Obstruction deteriorates the optical resolution and should therefore be avoided. To evaluate whether a system with N mirrors is obstructed, we examine the combinations of beam fragments between successive surfaces i and i ϩ 1 ͑including object and image planes͒ and mirrors j for all possible pairs of i and j. The combination of a beam segment and a mirror is shown in Fig. 1 . The lowermost and uppermost rays, starting from the object, determine the size of the beam. These two rays ͑called the extreme meridional rays͒ intersect mirror j in two points P j,0 and P j,1 and thus delimit the useful part of the mirror. The heights of these points are denoted by y j,0 and y j,1 , and their locations along the optical axis are denoted by z j,0 and z j,1 , respectively.
The coordinates of the intersections P i,0 , P i,1 , P iϩ1,0 , and P iϩ1,1 of the two extreme meridional rays with mirror i and mirror i ϩ 1 are denoted similarly. We extend surface j to find the intersection points P j,0 Ј and P j,1 Ј ͑with the coordinates y j,0 Ј, z j,0 Ј and y j,1 Ј, z j,1 Ј͒ of the two extreme meridional rays propagating between mirrors i and i ϩ 1 with mirror j. These four coordinates can be obtained when the equation is solved:
with k ϭ 0 or 1. We distinguish among three positions of mirror j relative to the position of the beam:
1. Both y j,0 and y j,1 are larger than y j,0 Ј and y j,1 Ј; therefore the beam passes beneath the mirror.
2. Both y j,0 and y j,1 are smaller than y j,0 Ј and y j,1 Ј; therefore the beam passes over the mirror.
3. The beam is obstructed because at least one of the points P j,0 Ј and P j,1 Ј belongs to the used part of mirror j. Obstruction occurs when the logical expressions
are true, where ∨ m denotes the logical summation ͑or͒ extended over all values of integer m. The obstruction of the beam is either real or fictitious, depending on whether the mirror j intersects the beam or the beam's extension within or outside, respectively, the segment between the two mirrors i and i ϩ 1. In Fig. 2 , different situations of obstruction are shown. The real obstructions can be distinguished from the harmless fictitious obstructions by examination of the logical expressions (3) which are true in case of real obstructions. Fig. 1 . When mirrors unintentionally intersect and block rays, the system is obstructed. In the figure, points P i,0 , P i,1 , P iϩ1,0 , P iϩ1,1 , P j,0 , and P j,1 are the intersections of the extreme meridional rays with the surfaces. The thick lines are the reflective surfaces, and, in the gray points, the beam propagates from mirror i to mirror i ϩ 1.
This special case of the evaluation of the occurrence of obstruction with one mirror and one beam segment leads to a general logical expression for the occurrence of obstruction O in a mirror system:
where ∧ represents the logical multiplication ͑and͒.
B. Constraints
The high-throughput requirement leads to a large ring width, to permit high scanning or stepping velocities. The distortion within this ring should be very small, not exceeding a few nanometers. The system should be as close to telecentricity as possible to minimize distortion effects as a consequence of defocusing. Otherwise, slight axial shifts of the mask or wafer plane from their ideal positions can cause unacceptable transverse image displacements. However, because the mask is also reflective and illuminated, the projection system can only be quasitelecentric on the mask side ͑i.e., either the upper or the lower extreme meridional ray must be almost horizontal͒.
The required imaging quality demands a rms wave-front error that is smaller than ͞50 in image space and a large numerical aperture. Typically, the magnification is fixed at Ϯ1/4 or Ϯ1/5, to allow exchange with other lithographic systems. The maximum achievable numerical aperture depends on the number of mirrors used. For instance, the numerical aperture may be as much as 0.15 for a fourmirror system, 0.30 for a six-mirror system, and 0.40 for an eight-mirror system.
Both the wafer and the mask need enough clearance or workspace to scan or step. Clearance can be a problem at the wafer side because the solid angle of the imaging bundles is maximal at this location. This problem is exacerbated for all-reflective systems in that the rays must pass freely around the mirror substrates to avoid obstruction.
Lower incidence angles are advantageous, particularly in EUV systems, because they result in a higher reflectivity and smaller phase deviations. The multilayer coatings are designed to optimally reflect rays of light incident at a predetermined range of incidence angles. The larger the average angle of incidence, the larger the decrease in reflectivity for angles that deviate from the average angle. Figure 3 shows a typical EUV projection system, in which the demands of telecentricity, magnification, absence of obstruction, and free working space are met. In the paraxial approximation, a system with N mirrors is described by N curvatures, N Ϫ 1 distances between mirrors, an object distance, and an image distance. When a constraint is imposed on the system, an independent variable is eliminated. Constraints that reduce the number of variables are the magnification, the requirement that object and image be conjugated planes, the quasi-telecentricity on the mask side, the rigorous telecentricity on the wafer side, and the Petzval condition. In allreflective systems with Lagrange invariant H, the Petzval sum condition
In the above formulas, the refractive index of the medium after surface i is denoted by n i and the curvature of surface i is denoted by c i . It is more convenient to eliminate distances, instead of curvatures, as independent variables when the Petzval condition is imposed. When the five constraints mentioned above are imposed, the number of independent variables of the paraxial system is reduced from the original 2N ϩ 1 to 2N Ϫ 4. A more detailed discussion of the constrained paraxial model is given in Appendix A.
C. Classification of Reflective Projection Systems
An ideal classification method should group systems in the same unobstructed domain together and sep- Fig. 2 . A mirror can cause obstruction in different ways. On the left, the common situation is shown in which only a part of the mirror obstructs the beam. In the middle situation, the whole beam is obstructed. On the right, a part of the mirror is obstructed, and the intersection point P j,1 Ј is fictitious. Fig. 3 . In an EUV arrangement a reflective projection system images the mask on the wafer. The requirements include a sufficiently large free working space, quasi-telecentricity on the mask side, perfect telecentricity on the wafer side, and a fixed magnification.
arate systems in different domains. We found it useful to divide the unobstructed rotationally symmetric mirror systems in classes that are defined by the signs of the angles of incidence of a ray in the bundle, as shown below. The idea behind this angleof-incidence classification is that a zero incidence angle on a reflective surface inevitably leads to obstruction by the adjacent mirrors. When the class number of a system is determined, the signs of the incidence angles i of an arbitrary ray in the bundle ͑for instance, the principal ray͒ at all reflective surfaces are evaluated consecutively. We define the class number by
where a i ϭ 0 if the incidence angle i at mirror i is positive and a i ϭ 1 if it is negative. ͑We assume the object height to be positive.͒ An additional appendage ϩ or Ϫ indicates the positive or negative overall magnification of the system. A useful mnemonic is that, seen along the incident principal ray from object to image, the contribution of each surface is a binary 1 if the ray is reflected to the right and a 0 otherwise ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The class number is the decimal value of the binary number obtained in this way. An essential feature of our classification is that the class number is unique within an unobstructed domain. When the system parameters ͑including the numerical aperture and field specifications͒ change continuously such that the system remains unobstructed, the class number remains therefore unchanged. The system parameters change, for instance, during optimization or when the system is scaled. Also, the class number remains unchanged when the transition from paraxial to finite ray tracing is done according to the method discussed later in this paper.
In most cases, a given class is associated with a single domain in the parameter space. Disjoint domains can, however, exist in the same class. A class can be split into two or more unobstructed domains because of obstruction by nonneighboring mirrors that are not included in the above analysis. We found such a situation with six-and eight-mirror systems. When the number of mirrors increases, the risk of obstruction caused by nonneighboring surfaces grows. Figure 5 gives for eight-mirror systems an example of systems in such separate solution domains, which belong to the same class defined by Eq. ͑7͒. The number of intersections that a beam propagating between two reflectors has with other beam segments cannot be changed without causing obstruction. Therefore an extension of the above classification method is to mark the number of such intersections after each mirror. For the systems a and b in Fig. 5 the class characteristics in binary representation is, for instance, 10 The histograms in Figs. 6 -10 present the different classes found in our exhaustive paraxial searches discussed in detail in Section 4 for systems with four, six, or eight mirrors with either positive or negative magnification. The height of the bars in the histograms indicates the volume of a class. Obstruction and constraints are less likely to interfere with optimization when systems are in larger classes. Properties such as the average angle of incidence, the total track length, a large unobstructed volume, and the size of wave-front errors of nonoptimized systems indicate the potential of classes.
D. Paraxial Obstruction Invariants
In the paraxial model of reflective systems, the multiplication of specific sets of variables with the same factor leaves certain characteristic properties of the system unchanged. For instance, the obstruction property has a well-defined mathematical structure characterized by the presence of two such invariants:
1. When all quantities having the dimension length are multiplied with the same factor f 1 , the Fig. 4 . Sign of the incidence angle of the principal ray on a surface i gives the contribution of each surface to the class number. If that incidence angle i is positive, the contribution is a i ϭ 0; otherwise, a i ϭ 1. The class number C of an N-mirror system is the decimal form of the binary number a 1 ⅐ a 2 ⅐ . . . a NϪ1 ⅐ a N . Fig. 5 . Three eight-mirror systems belonging to the class 153ϩ. Systems a and b are in the same obstruction-free domain, whereas system c is a separate obstruction-free domain. Systems a and b cannot be changed into system c without having obstruction. In systems a and b the beams to and from the third mirror ͑encircled͒ cross the beams to and from the sixth mirror ͑within square͒. system simply changes its scale. Obviously, for the obstruction function O given by Eq. ͑4͒ we obtain
where NA denotes the numerical aperture, h 0 denotes the object height, and d i denotes the distance between surfaces i and i ϩ 1 in a N-mirror system ͑index 0 denotes the object plane͒. 2. The second invariant is a consequence of the linearity of the paraxial model. When all distances perpendicular to the optical axis are linearly scaled with a factor f 2 , we have
The obstruction borders are a result of the equality between two ͑paraxially͒ computed ray heights:
where j is a surface number and k and kЈ are 0 or 1 and distinguish between the upper and lower meridional rays ͓see Eq. ͑2͒ and Fig. 1͔ . An example of border lines of an unobstructed domain defined by these equalities is shown in Fig. 11 . When the ray heights change with the same factor, Eq. ͑10͒ is unaffected. Consequently, when the values of both the numerical aperture NA and the object height h 0 are multiplied with a factor f 2 , the obstruction borders remain unchanged. The paraxial obstruction borders depend therefore only on the ratio between numerical aperture and object height.
These two invariants can be combined into
Consequently, by choosing in Eq. ͑11͒,
the results of an exhaustive search with a certain numerical aperture NAЈ and object height h 0 Ј can determine the obstruction properties of other numerical apertures NA and object heights h 0 .
Implementations
The paraxial and finite ray-tracing results agree well when we examine the obstruction phenomenon, especially when the aberrations are small ͑see Fig. 12͒ . Therefore our systematic search method for unobstructed starting configurations is based on paraxial obstruction analysis. The paraxial results are validated through comparison with finite ray tracing. We show how virtually all the paraxial solutions that first lead to ray failure can be converted into raytraceable starting points for optimization by the rescaling of the numerical aperture and object heights. The systematic search method identifies all possible and promising configurations effectively, as is illustrated with some new possible design forms for EUV imaging systems. For practical purposes, the object and image should be both outside and on different sides of the projection system. Using an odd number of mirrors results in a severe restriction in wafer or mask motion in order to avoid obstruction of the optical system. Therefore in this paper we investigate only projection systems consisting of an even number of mirrors. Nevertheless, our approach works for odd-numbered mirror systems as well.
A. Two-Dimensional Cuts of the Solution Space
To investigate the unobstructed solution space, we make two-dimensional cuts through it. Two variables vary within realistic ranges, whereas the other independent variables remain constant. The results are two-dimensional plots in which each pixel represents a given combination of the two changed variables. All these different configurations are evaluated, with paraxial or with finite ray tracing. Because of the use of mirrors and the large numerical aperture, obstruction of the beam is a major problem. The two-dimensional cross sections of the solution space show that the consequence of the prohibition of obstructions is a large reduction of the allowed space. The other constraints further decrease the volume of the unobstructed domains.
To investigate the differences between paraxial and finite ray tracing, we examine the contours of the obstruction-free domains. Figure 13 gives an example of a two-dimensional analysis of a system shown in Fig. 14 . As in many other cases, we observe that the paraxially unobstructed domains tend to include the smaller finite unobstructed domains.
B. Systematic Paraxial Search
The two-dimensional analysis of the solution spaces shows us the small sizes of the unobstructed domains. These domains are bounded by obstruction, and the borders can be found analytically by solution of systems of equations that take into account all obstruction possibilities. In this paper we opt for a more straightforward systematic paraxial search in which all variables vary within realistic ranges. All these configurations are tested for obstructions, Paraxial rays agree well enough with the finite rays, for the purpose of a first evaluation of a system that comprises the examination of, e.g., the presence of obstruction, the workspace, and the telecentricity at the mask and wafer. This example shows a six-mirror system in class 37ϩ.
workspace, and the feasibility of the system ͑i.e., we eliminate systems for which the solved variables have unrealistic values͒. Because the paraxial model with the reduced number of variables is used for these calculations instead of the finite one, we can quickly evaluate many systems. A personal computer is able to check several million paraxial systems per minute.
In these systematic searches, only a small fraction of the evaluated systems proves useful ͑i.e., unobstructed͒. As an illustration, consider a six-mirror system with seven distances and six curvatures; eight free variables remain when the constraints are introduced. A search for six-mirror systems with the stop on the second, third, fourth, and fifth surfaces and 20 steps for each of the eight independent variables leads to the evaluation of 4͑20 8 ͒ Ϸ 10 11 configurations. For a ratio of numerical aperture to ring-radius at the object side of 0.06͞116 and a magnification of ϩ0.2, only 10 6 systems fulfill all conditions mentioned. This means that only one system out of 10 5 evaluated systems is unobstructed in this exhaustive search. Our classification algorithm groups the many configurations resulting from the exhaustive searches into classes. These collections of resulting systems will now be transformed into starting points for optimization with known computer software programs. 24, 25 
C. Transition from Paraxial to Finite Ray Tracing
Many of the systems resulting from a paraxial exhaustive search are obstructed or even impossible when finite ray tracing is attempted directly. This happens, for instance, when some ray misses a curved surface, because the ray height at the surface is too large, or when mirror surfaces intersect themselves, because the distance between them is too small. As mentioned before, the difference between the finite and the paraxial rays in a well-corrected system is small. Those systems that, without adjustment, are also unobstructed with finite ray tracing belong mainly to the classes of the systems known from the literature. Some unknown but large classes contain a convex first mirror ͑counted from the mask͒.
To adjust those systems in which the paraxial ray tracing diverges seriously from finite ray tracing, we tried several conversion methods. In the first method, optimization is used with an error function in which the operands are all distances between the finite and the paraxial intersection points of several reference rays with the surfaces. Most of the time, after a few optimizations, the finite ray tracing indeed converges toward the paraxial ray tracing. With those systems, we then continued optimization with a traditional error function. The second method is based on the second invariant discussed in the subsection on paraxial invariants. When switching from paraxial to finite ray tracing, we create intermediate finite systems with low values of numerical aperture and object height. We first optimize and then scale the system to larger numerical aperture and object height values or directly to the required numerical aperture and object heights. In this manner, we avoid obstructed or even impossible systems.
In this paper the emphasis is on developing a systematic method for generating starting points for optimization rather than on fully optimizing these starting points. We briefly mention, however, that, for standard optimization, in a first stage the transverse aberrations can be used. The phase and intensity variations caused by the multilayer are ignored, and the surface is replaced by a perfectly reflecting surface. In the next stage the error function is based on the wave-front aberration corresponding to several relevant field points, thus including distortion. As in the paraxial analysis, constraints that need to be included are the quasitelecentricity near the mask, the telecentricity near the wafer, the free working space, and the absence of obstruction. Later on, the effects of multilayers should also be taken into account. 26 
Results
We carried out exhaustive paraxial searches for four-, six-, and eight-mirror systems. Typically, a search takes between a day and a week on one personal Fig. 13 . Two-dimensional analysis of the solution space for sixmirror systems in class 37ϩ. The distance between the first and the second reflective surfaces varies horizontally. On the vertical axis, the curvature of the fourth reflective surface changes. The other variables remain constant or are solved by constraints. The light gray points are paraxially unobstructed, and the dark gray points appear unobstructed with both paraxial and finite ray tracing. The black dot is the system shown in Fig. 12 . We observe in this and other two-dimensional analyses that the paraxial unobstructed domains tend to include the smaller finite unobstructed domains. computer or simultaneously on several personal computers. The relative number of systems found without obstruction must be controlled. Obtaining too many systems is cumbersome, but obtaining too few increases the risk of overlooking classes. Because the total number of systems that can be evaluated within each search is limited, the sampling density of the variables decreases when the number of variables increases. The searches for four-and six-mirror systems were done with the intended numerical aperture. To increase the success probability, we did the searches for eight-mirror systems with a slightly decreased numerical aperture.
To keep the evaluation of a system quick, we used in the search a single field point ͑corresponding to the center of the ring͒. The resulting unobstructed domain of several field points is the intersection of the domains corresponding to the individual field points. Therefore no useful configurations are lost by use of only one field point. The effect of the finite ring width ͑which is equivalent to a small change in object height͒ can also be investigated with Eq. ͑11͒. Figure 6 shows the different classes found in a paraxial search for four-mirror systems with a positive or negative magnification for NA͞h ϭ 0.20͞116. The height of the bars corresponds on a logarithmic scale to the volume of the unobstructed domains. Of the positive classes, only class 9ϩ leads to usable finite systems. Lerner et al. 18 presented, together with other systems, a four-mirror system named symmetric design in the 9ϩ class. The four-mirror systems described in a patent publication by Dinger 1 fall in classes 2-, 6-, and 10-. Figure 8 shows the results of exhaustive searches for six-mirror systems with positive and negative magnification for NA͞h ϭ 0.30͞116. Systems in the six-mirror classes 26-, 3 41ϩ, and 45ϩ 16 were encountered in the patent literature. Sometimes unexpected design possibilities emerge from the paraxial searches; an example of an exotic design is shown in Fig. 15 . These designs show the remarkable flexibility of the obstruction borders, despite the severely limited design space. Large incidence angles make some new unobstructed classes less attractive in that large angles make aberration correction more difficult and the reflectivity of the multilayers smaller. Generally speaking, the searches for four-and sixmirror systems produced no promising new classes. Exceptions are good performing classes in which the systems start with a convex instead of a concave first mirror near the mask. Examples are the fourmirror system in class 6-in Fig. 16 , the six-mirror system in class 26-in Fig. 17 , and the six-mirror system in class 9ϩ in Fig. 15 . Relatively large unobstructed domains, but small free working spaces, are typical for these classes. Fig. 15 . Positive six-mirror system in class 9ϩ. Although the angles of incidence are large, the rms wave-front error can decrease to ͞2 at the chosen values of the numerical aperture ͑0.3͒ and the object heights ͑between 114 and 118 mm͒. However, the distortion is large. Fig. 16 . Four-mirror system in class 6-with a rms wave-front error below 0.0266 and distortion below 12 nm. This system has a wavelength of 13 nm, a numerical aperture of 0.15, and object heights between 114 and 119 mm. Fig. 17 . This six-mirror system in class 26-resembles the fourmirror class 6-͑see Fig. 16͒ with an additional pair of mirrors in the group on the image side. In the four-mirror design, the two mirrors nearest to the wafer almost cause obstruction. Here the additional pair of mirrors permits a larger numerical aperture. Fig. 18 . This negative eight-mirror system is an example of systems belonging to class 150-.
We found, however, eight-mirror classes promising. Figures 9 and 10 show the different classes found with negative and positive magnification NA͞ h ϭ 0.30͞116. An eight-mirror system found in patent publications 27 belongs to the 165ϩ class. The eight-mirror systems in Fig. 18 -22 are representatives of new eight-mirror classes. The construction parameters of these systems can be found in our patent. 28 
Conclusion
The absence of obstructions in the beam path of reflective ring-field projection systems used in EUV lithography is an essential and a restrictive demand. This requirement leads to severe design limitations, and therefore the parameter space contains only small unobstructed domains.
The dimensionality of searches for starting systems is drastically reduced by use of the paraxial instead of the finite ray tracing because the aspheric surface coefficients are ignored and the imposed constraints are used to eliminate variables. This exhaustive search method permits an efficient identification of unobstructed domains that can contain starting configurations for subsequent optimization. The analysis technique shows the volume of the unobstructed domains. The extensive twodimensional comparative analyses confirm that our paraxial search method can be used to detect starting configurations in all unobstructed domains of interest. The paraxial obstruction-free domains appear to be larger and tend to include the corresponding finite obstruction-free domains. Therefore it seems improbable that interesting domains for starting points are not detected by our paraxial obstruction analysis.
We propose a new classification method based on the relative arrangement of mirrors in the EUV system. New possible design forms for EUV imaging systems belonging to different classes are presented. These examples show that the obstruction borders can be remarkably flexible, although factors other than the absence of obstruction make some of these classes less attractive. Other major issues include the avoidance of large incidence angles, which make aberration correction difficult and multilayer compatibility questionable. Unfortunately, these severe re- Fig. 19 . This negative eight-mirror system is an example of systems belonging to class 182-. strictions make many classes unsuitable for highquality systems. However, we detected some new classes that are promising for further development.
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Appendix A
In this appendix we describe the constrained paraxial model of a projection system with N reflective surfaces, magnification m, and numerical aperture NA on the image side. One of the requirements is that the aperture stop is accessible. Therefore we consider only stop surfaces coinciding with a reflecting surface ͑excluding the first and last surfaces͒. Separate stop surfaces add only one distance to the number of variables. The chances for obstruction, however, increase drastically. The surface with the aperture stop is indicated with the index S.
Let M be the matrix that relates rays with object height h 0 and angle u 0 with the optical axis in the object plane to rays in the image plane with height h Nϩ1 and angle u Nϩ1 :
where O͑3͒ represents all higher-order terms neglected by the paraxial approximation. For a system with N mirrors, the matrix M can be written as
The matrices A and B define, respectively, parts of the system before and after the surface number s with the aperture stop:
The transfer matrices T i and the reflection matrices R i are of the form 23
Note that both the transfer and the reflection matrices depend on one single variable, either a distance d i to the subsequent surface or a curvature c i of surface i. Before we impose any constraints, the model consists of 2N ϩ 1 variables. The order of solving variables ͑i.e., making them dependent on the other variables͒ with the constraint equalities is important. In this approach, we impose five constraints on the paraxial model:
1. We adjust one of the curvatures of the surfaces to fulfill the Petzval sum condition ͓see Eq. ͑6͔͒. We choose to change the surface with the aperture stop because the curvature c s of this surface does not affect the principal ray.
2. Subsequently, we solve the distance d NϪ1 after surface N Ϫ 1 to obtain a system that is telecentric at the wafer side. The principal ray propagates from the stop surface, where it has the angle u s , to the last mirror according to
3 and 4. The object distance d 0 and the distance d 1 cannot be solved independently, but the two conditions of quasi-telecenticity at the mask side and the correct magnification of the system lead to two equations with the two distances as unknowns. The principal ray propagates from the object to the surface with the aperture stop
We want the system to have a magnification m, as a result of which the principal ray leaves the last mirror at a height mh 0 :
Ultimately, the relations of the two distances become functions of known parameters: 
The angle u 0 of the principal ray in the object space has an absolute value close to the numerical aperture of the system on the object side. The number of parameters of a system decreases and the formulas become simpler when the angle of the principal ray u 0 is chosen equal to the numerical aperture mNA on the object side.
5. The last requirement is that the surface after mirror N is the paraxial image plane. Considering a marginal ray propagating through the system, we can solve the distance d N in the last transfer matrix T N from the relation 
